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Abstract. A metadata model is proposed to represent security configuration 
and management information. This model can be used to aid dynamic security 
management and configuration. The exchange of security information within 
the context of a social interaction and policing model can promote improved 
safety and security.  An application of the model to manage message exchange 
using a secure message envelope is given. 

1   Introduction 

In theory, multi-agent systems can lead to secure and safer design of heterogeneous 
open systems. The deliberative type of agent can build a symbolic model of the envi-
ronment including other agents. They can then use this to reason about their environ-
ment, about their sense of the environment, about how the environment affects them 
and about changes in the environment such as failures and active changes. Safety and 
security can be increased because autonomous agents can build different independent 
viewpoints (models) of the nature of these failures. Agents can be designed to use 
multiple heterogeneous plans to achieve goals in the face of limited environmental 
failures and malicious attacks. In addition, they can socialize, acting together as a 
neighbourhood watch and use triangulation, i.e. using a combination of multiple 
view-points to understand a given problem or situation, to improve the restriction of 
relying on any single viewpoint of the failure.  



In practice, multi-agent systems face a number of challenges to do this. Failures 
need to trigger events at a level of abstraction that agents can understand. However 
many failures are described in quite low-level infrastructure oriented terms and do not 
propagate to the agent or application level. Configurable management of the system is 
needed so that the system can adapt the safeguards of the system if required. Agents 
are able to share a common understanding about the risks, failures, threats, safeguards 
and the status of the system assets with each other. Finally, agents need to guard 
against rogue entities including rogue agents. In this paper, we present a model that 
addresses these challenges although we do not focus here specifically on safeguards 
against rogue entities other than to use standard mechanisms such as authentication 
and authorization to prevent them getting unauthorized access.  

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows: section 2 outlines the 
metadata model to describe security and to support dynamic management and social 
models of safety.  Section 3 discusses the use of heterogeneous message based securi-
ty mechanism in terms of the metadata model. Finally, section 4 discusses related 
work and gives conclusions.  

2   Semantic Metadata Model for Security 

In order to safeguard and secure a system we need to build a model to understand 
what we are securing. In section 1, the case was made to use a semantic metadata data 
to aid security management of autonomous entities in distributed systems, but no such 
model exists.   

Current security models usually specify the use of particular security mechanisms 
to support information confidentiality, different types of access control, message 
integrity check-sums and digital signatures. There are a profusion of security models 
from different, often competing standards consortia, such as W3C, OASIS, WS-
Security and the GRID but these lack specifications for the semantics of concepts 
used. In an open service environment, it is likely that several different models will be 
in use. Hence, we propose an abstract, arching conceptual model that can bridge 
across but yet become instantiated in terms of the concepts in different security stand-
ards. This can be used to help support heterogeneous security services and processes.  

In this section we introduce the basic V-SAT model, which will be used by the rest 
of this paper. This semantic model is used to relate to lower-level system specific 
security related events (section 2.2) and to integrate specific security mechanisms 
(section 2.3) into a more general conceptual model. 

2.1 Basic V-SAT model 

The core concepts of the security model relate to an abstract conceptual model of 
Viewpoints of Safeguards that protect Assets against Threats (V-SAT).  A foundation 
for the V-SAT model (section 2.1) is the model by Cohen [1] that describes different 
types of actors that may cause information system failure (threats), different mecha-
nisms by which information systems are caused to fail (attacks), and different mecha-



nisms which may prevent, limit, reduce, or mitigate harm (defences). These have 
been gathered from many different sources.   

 

Fig. 1. A fragment of the security ontology 

In more detail [2], an asset entity is referenced as an agent, service, or data re-
source that is offered within an open environment. For example, assets such as mes-
sages and stored data have properties such as integrity and confidentiality that need to 
be protected. A Safeguard is an entity that serves to increase the protection of assets 
in the systems. Safeguards are modelled in terms of credentials such as a public key 
and a certificate, protocols that define the set of safeguard actions such as the ex-
change of public keys, verifying a key and revoking keys. Threats trigger particular 
safeguards to be statically or dynamically configured to protect assets.  Threats can 
also be expressed as security requirements contained in security policies. 

A viewpoint or profile defines reifications of sets of relationships between specific 
assets, safeguards and threats. Profiles bind policies, application or enterprise opera-
tional constraints and can also link to risk models. Profiles are published using ser-
vice description languages to provide service or platform security information across 
various domains, hence publishing external security configuration information to 
support interoperability. Publishing external security configurations is considered to 
be one type of generic security service in our model. Dynamic security management 
is supported through retrieval and reasoning about profiles based upon the security 
ontology. Profiles support the management and selection of active versus inactive 



policies to ensure controllable secure environments within Multi-Agent Multi-
Domain (MAMD) systems. 
At a high-level of abstraction, this model can be modelled as a semantic graph of 
triples relationships. For example, the message envelope asset is protected against the 
threat of unauthorized alteration and disclosure using safeguards of type integrity 
checksum and encryption respectively. This model can also be represented using 
Ontology Languages such as DAML (DARPA Agent Mark-up Language)-OIL and 
OWL (Ontology Web Language). A fragment of a DAML-OIL representation of the 
model is shown in fig. 1. 

The abstract model is independent of specific risk-based models of threats that 
may cause significant asset damage. Risk could be modelled in terms of a digital type 
of significant vs. non-significant risk classification or using more sophisticated prob-
abilistic risk assessment models. 

2.2 Supporting semantic annotation of lower-level events 

Security and safety related events in the environment are usually reported in the low-
er-level language of the protocol or service or in terms of operating system data struc-
tures. In order for a system to be able to socialize to do joint-planning about monitor-
ing and processing events, low-level events such as socket bind exceptions need to 
propagate out of the sub-service or system in which they occurred and they need to 
relate to abstract events such as insufficient resource access credentials. The abstract 
event typing simplifies the computational complexity of reasoning about the events 
and reduces the need to examine the low level properties of the event. Sub-classing or 
instantiating the abstract security events can be used to relate them to the lower-level 
operational events of the system.  

2.3   Supporting security interoperability for open systems 

The security ontology of Fig.1 allows us to meaningfully describe the main concepts 
used in a secured system. As an example to apply the model: the asset to be protected 
is an application message; the threats include sniffing and modifying these and the 
available safeguards are message integrity, message confidentiality and message data 
origin authentication. Therefore all those concepts can be the subject of interaction 
amongst different systems in order to agree a certain security policy. This promotes 
integrating systems with different security models and protocols. 

Because security configurations can be described at an abstract level, different 
mechanism choices can be specified in the V-SAT model as instances of viewpoints 
called application profiles. For example, support for encryption using DES or AES 
and message hashing using MD5 or SHA-1 can be specified. Constraint, logical or 
rule based reasoning can be used to see if a common security configuration can be 
agreed between different communicating parties, see Fig. 2. 

 
<!-- Policy Instances --> 
<secprofile:AgentCondition rdf:ID="PlatformCredentialPolicy">  



 <policy rdf:range="xsd:String"> 
 (exists (?c (Security_Ontolo:SignatureMethod ?c))  

(or (Security_Ontolo:Algorithm ?c  http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1)  
 (Security_Ontolo:Algorithm ?c http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#dsa-sha1) )  
 </policy>  
</secprofile:AgentCondition> 
<secprofile:AgentCondition rdf:ID="PlatformProtocolPolicy">  
 <policy rdf:range="xsd:String"> 
 (exists (?p (Security_Ontolo:Protocol ?p)) (and (Security_Ontolo:FIPASecurityProtocol ?p  

urn:fipa:security:SecurityObject1)  
  (Security_Ontolo:FIPASecurityProtocol ?p urn:fipa:security:SecurityObject2) )  
 </policy>  
</secprofile:AgentCondition> 
...  

Fig. 2.  An example policy constraining the algorithm used for digital signatures. 

Explicit external representations of security in profiles that specify constraints and 
policies could be modified at run-time in response to changes in threats, risks, envi-
ronment or the value of assets. 

3 Application of the metadata security model  

The main scenario considered here as an application of the metadata security model 
concerns message exchange between different agent platforms. Secure messaging 
(section 3.2) can be regarded as a basic building block for security and safety onto 
which more sophisticated mechanisms such as personal privacy, non-repudiation and 
social type trust interactions can be built. The message-based security safeguards 
provided are message confidentiality, message integrity checks and data origin au-
thentication. A simple example of dynamic policy based security configuration is that 
agent communication may be unencrypted when agents communicate within plat-
forms considered to be secure, but may switch to encrypted messaging when a plat-
form is considered to be insecure (section 3.3). A simple example of social based 
security re-configuration is that particular patterns of resource access on a secure 
agent platform may be considered suspicious by agents performing a policing role. 
This in turn leads to advice for agents communication with the ‘suspicious secure’ 
agent platform to encrypt their communication. 

3.1 FIPA specifications for multi-agent system communication 

The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents, or FIPA, was formed in 1996 to 
promote the uptake of software agents in businesses at large [3]. It specifies agent 
communication at a number of levels of abstraction and viewpoints such as message 
transport models, speech-act agent communication protocols and agent architectures. 
Two of these specifications, the FIPA Message Transport Service Specification [4], 
see Fig. 3, and the FIPA Abstract Architecture [5] describe how messages are trans-
ferred from one agent to another. Agents communicate using messages expressed in 



an agent communication language (ACL). There are three entities involved in mes-
sage transfer: the Message Transport Service (MTS), the agent middleware service 
that agents use to send and receive messages; the individual Agent Communication 
Channels (ACC) that represent individual network connections between agents and a 
Message Transport Protocol (MTP), such as FIPA HTTP, that is used by the ACC as 
a transport protocol, tailored for agent communication. 

 
 

Fig. 3. FIPA Agent Communication Architecture 
 
To support interoperability in heterogeneous open systems, an abstract security 

model that is independent of specific security mechanisms is required. There are 
several design choices for specifying security. For example: at the ACL level vs. at 
the message transport level; configured by the agent vs. configured by the agent plat-
form or middleware and configured on a session basis vs. configured on a per-
message basis. Figure 4 shows that agent security can be used at multiple layers. 
These choices are partly application specific and partly agent platform specific. It 
must be taken into account that security configuration is not static and not just a 
Boolean proposition (i.e. it is not a simple on/off state). Security mechanisms at dif-
ferent layers may be needed to be used together in order to meet all security require-
ments. For example, if privacy is required for avoiding network eavesdropping, and 
authentication to assure agent identities, the sensible thing could be to provide en-
cryption at network layer (more convenient), and signature verification at ACL level. 
In the current proposed FIPA per-message based security transport specification, an 
ACL message header, or envelope, is used to hold the relevant data to enable message 
delivery. Therefore, it provides ACL protection using agent platform to agent plat-
form security. 

 
Application Application to application 

ACL message Agent to agent 
Message Transportation Protocol Agent platform to agent platform 

Network Transport Protocol Computer to computer 
Fig. 4.  Agent security at different layers of messaging. 
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3.2 The message transport or platform level security model  

A transported message consists of two main parts: the message envelope and the 
payload (the ACL message). The envelope contains all the information relevant for 
the transport and will be processed by the platform and not by the agent. A set of 
FIPA specifications is also available [3] that provides different encodings for the data 
contained in the envelope. The transport message structure is given in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5:  the structure of a FIPA transport message with the added X-security field. To the left, 
the security field has been expanded to show its structure in more detail. 

The proposed message security specification introduces a new field into the enve-
lope called “X-security”. The "X" indicates that this field is optional. The given re-
quirements can be satisfied by using different cryptographic techniques and protocols. 
The security field provides a basic means for including all the required security in-
formation into a FIPA transport message, so that the recipients can process (verify, 
decrypt, etc.) the message payload properly. Parameter values in the field depend on 
the cryptographic algorithms used. The data formats defined must be independent of 
the security infrastructure adopted (e.g. X.509 PKI, SPKI/SDSI, etc.), they must be 
flexible in order to reuse the common cryptographic algorithms and they must be 
extensible in order to allow plugging in of different formats for the transmitted securi-
ty information.  

Although this should not be mandatory, we initially assume the existence of con-
cepts like symmetric encryption (with secret keys), asymmetric encryption (private 
and public keys) and hashing algorithm to compute message digests. Commonly used 
algorithms include cryptographic signatures (DSA, RSA with MD5, etc.); Encryption 
(DES, AES, etc.) and Hashing (MD5, SHA-1, etc.). The processing information can 
either be expressed using the Security Ontology [2] or in PKCS#7 format.  Such 
requirements can be satisfied by using and be able to combine different cryptographic 
techniques and protocols.  

In order to illustrate the variety of security mechanisms that are useful in practice, 
three different types of message level security are considered: signed messages, en-
crypted messages and encrypted signed messages. Each of these is considered in turn. 
Note that message encryption and signing often involves additional message interac-
tion in order to manage the keys used for signing and encryption. 



3.2.1 Signed Message 
In the signed message case, the sender would like to be sure of the integrity of the 

information. The information is not private but should be indicated to originate from 
a reliable source. As a result, the information needs to be signed by the sender before 
the message is sent to its recipients. In the following we define examples of represent-
ing signed information. The sender has signed the data content and could either iden-
tify its certificate identifier information to the recipient or attach a copy of its certifi-
cate. 

:X-Slot ((Signed :SenderCertInfo (CertIdentifier 
:IssuerName X.509DN?? :SerialNumber a0 d0 f2 etc) 
:DataContent “ content ” :DigestAlgorithm SHA-1 
:SignatureAlgorithm RSA :Signature d65f5eaa1b... )) 

:X-Slot ((Signed :SenderCertificate sxsxsxs 
:DataContent “ content ” :DigestAlgorithm SHA-1 
:SignatureAlgorithm RSA :Signature fd23ea1203b... )) 

3.2.2 Encrypted Message 
The sender wants to encrypt the information. The sender can choose from a range 

of recipient functions to suit the needs of the scenario. The sender using any of these 
recipient functions together with the action “Encrypted” can identify its credentials 
either with a Certificate Identifier or an attached Certificate. The sender may use 
either an existing secret key, a public key for the encryption or establish a new secret 
key using a public key or another existing secret key. 

Use of an existing secret key: the interaction uses a previously agreed secret key. 
The sender encrypts and sends the information using the secret key and an identifier 
expressed within the “ExistingKey” term. 

:X-Security ((Encrypted :SenderCertInfo (CertIdentifier 
:IssuerName X.509DN?? :SerialNumber a0 d0 f2 etc) 
:RecipientInfo (ExistingKey :KeyIdentifier “atz-qm”) 
:EncryptedContent “ da4e783d6ffd... ” 
:ContentEncryptionAlgorithm Triple-DES-CBC)) 

 
Use of a public key: the sender intends to send an individual message not a se-

quence to the recipient. Hence, there is no need to agree on a symmetric key. There-
fore, the sender can utilise a recipient’s public key to transmit encrypted information.  

:X-Security ((Encrypted :SenderCertificate sxsxsxs 
:RecipientInfo (PublicKey :PublicKeyIdentifier (Cer-
tIdentifier :IssuerName X.509DN?? :SerialNumber a0 d0 
f2 etc)) :EncryptedContent “ ba4e52316d0d... ” 
:ContentEncryptionAlgorithm RSA)) 

Establishment of a new secret key using a public key: the sender wants to establish 
a secret key for this initial interaction and subsequent interactions. This function can 
be used to encrypt the secret key using the public key of the intended recipient. Once 
the secret key has been agreed, subsequent interactions can be based on the “Existing 



Key” function (Section 4.2.1). Every time a secret key is agreed, an identifier is as-
signed to the secret key. 

:X-Security ((Encrypted :SenderCertInfo (CertIdentifier 
:IssuerName X.509DN?? :SerialNumber a0 d0 f2 etc) 
:RecipientInfo (KeyTransport :RecipientIdentifier (Cer-
tIdentifier :IssuerName X.509DN?? :SerialNumber a0 d0 
f2 etc) :KeyTransportAlgorithm RSA :EncryptedKey “ 
b718125bf3b9... ” :NewKeyIdentifier “ atz-xx ”) 
:EncryptedContent “ a7fe2dbe08c3... ” 
:ContentEncryptionAlgorithm Triple-DES-CBC))  

Encryption of a new secret key using an old secret key: the sender would like to es-
tablish a secret key with the recipient and wishes to encrypt the new secret key with a 
previously agreed symmetric secret key. Once the secret key has been agreed, subse-
quent interactions can be based on the “Existing Key” recipient function. Two exam-
ples of this function are presented, one using “Triple-DES-Key-Wrap” and another 
using “RC2-Key-Wrap”. 

:X-Security ((Encrypted :SenderCertInfo (CertIdentifier 
:IssuerName X.509DN?? :SerialNumber a0 d0 f2 etc) 
:RecipientInfo (KeyEncryptionKey :Keydentifier “atz-qm” 
:KeyEncryptionAlgorithm “Triple-DES-Key-Wrap” 
:EncryptedKey “ a802a5761f0... ” :NewKeyIdentifier “ 
atz-xx ”) :EncryptedContent “ c56932e62550... ” 
:ContentEncryptionAlgorithm Triple-DES-CBC)) 

:X-Security ((Encrypted :SenderCertInfo (CertIdentifier 
:IssuerName X.509DN?? :SerialNumber a0 d0 f2 etc) 
:RecipientInfo (KeyEncryptionKey :Keydentifier “atz-qm” 
:KeyEncryptionAlgorithm “RC2-Key-Wrap” :EncryptedKey “ 
dad6846b77c... ”) :EncryptedContent “ 7a7fe2dbe08c... ” 
:ContentEncryptionAlgorithm RC2-CBC)) 

3.2.3 Encrypt and Sign Message 
The sender would like to encrypt and to sign the information. The encrypted in-

formation is digested, signed and attached as a signature onto the message. The send-
er can choose from a range of recipient functions to suit the needs of the scenario. A 
Sign and Encrypt method can also be defined, but it is discouraged to avoid surrepti-
tious forwarding attacks. The sender using any of these recipient functions together 
with the action “EncryptedSigned” can identify its credentials either with a Certificate 
Identifier or an attached Certificate. Again there are several options for using an en-
cryption key and for establishing an encryption key: we just consider the case that the 
sender may use an existing secret key. The sender encrypts and sends the information 
using the secret key and its identifier expressed within the “ExistingKey” term.  

:X-Security ((EncryptedSigned :SenderCertInfo (Cer-
tIdentifier :IssuerName X.509DN?? :SerialNumber a0 d0 
f2 etc) :RecipientInfo (ExistingKey :KeyIdentifier “ 
atz-qm ”) :EncryptedContent “ 6bd108b05a8609b9c... ” 
:ContentEncryptionAlgorithm Triple-DES-CBC 



:DigestAlgorithm SHA-1 :SignatureAlgorithm RSA 
:Signature c49f4e37fa802a...)) 

3.3 Support for social-based dynamic security configuration 

Viewpoints in the V-SAT model capture security information both at the abstract and 
explicit levels. Systems can reason about viewpoints that are accessible to them. Fault 
detection and tolerance can be achieved by having services interact with other enti-
ties, where security profiles are reasoned against user specified policies. Subsequent-
ly, information gathered from the continuous interaction within the domain builds 
informational records on the types of threats attacking the environment and their 
probability. In this case, the information is represented as feedback to the social inter-
action model for recommending more specific security profiles. Consequently, this 
can reinforce a self-protecting environment where entities can react against these 
threats and autonomously self-configure themselves. The concept of viewpoints 
(composite profiles) and application contexts provides the semantics to represent 
various similar instances of configurations at different granularities. Fig. 6 presents a 
normative example of the concept of viewpoints, profiles and contexts to resolve 
semantic anomalies for a payment sub-service. 
 

 
Fig 6. Conceptual graph of profiles constituting  multiple application contexts. 

4   Discussion 

4.1 Literature Survey of security interoperability 

Security interoperability can be addressed through a combination of the use of com-
mon specifications, standards, conformance tests and verification. Whilst static secu-
rity configurations can be specified and agreed in advance, for example Web-clients 
that utilize HTTPS to support confidential information, this approach lacks flexibility 



in a dynamic heterogeneous domain that may have multiple security requirements. 
The current plethora of different active security standards from the IETF, W3C and 
associated bodies in practice often leads to multiple security frameworks being used 
by heterogeneous distributed systems. This has lead to the use of mediating models 
that are able to bridge between disparate security mechanisms [6]. Here, security 
mechanisms and objects are represented using DAML+OIL ontologies in order to 
allow agents to specify and exchange security requirements and capabilities. There 
are several policy based distributed systems such as KAoS [7], Rei [8], and Ponder 
[9], V-SAT is ontology based and is similar to KAoS and Rei. Its policy type is con-
straint or   pre-condition based rather than access-control based that be expressed 
using KIF and RDF(-S) representations. 

There are also other specifications to achieve security interoperability, such as 
SOAP security for web services [10]. SOAP security extensions are based on XML-
DSIG and XML Encryption. There are some issues with SOAP security, specifically 
when it comes to the interoperability of Multi Agent Systems (MAS). Currently, the 
basic scheme of security in SOAP is stateless and oriented to asynchronous messages, 
although there is an ambitious project (Web Services Security) that addresses other 
complex issues such as trust or policies. MAS interactions often require multiple 
message exchanges that often adhere to agreed interaction patterns. An example of 
this is a cancellable service subscription interaction that can not be easily be modelled 
using SOAP alone. There are also other complex requirements not met in SOAP 
security specifications: for example, agents have owners and they use semantic con-
tent.  

An important problem of the SOAP model is that security is never dealt with at a 
semantic level. This is a significant drawback, since for an agent such a model can be 
used to help understand its environment and for planning its next action.  Further-
more, the SOAP model for security has been criticised because it provides security at 
the transport level and has no addressing and data manipulation model of its own. 
This puts the responsibility for application security design into the hands of the de-
veloper. Also, because SOAP is based on a highly interconnected set of XML docu-
ments remotely accessed, it must contend with broken links and unavailable re-
sources. 

4.2 Conclusion 

One of the core security requirements for multi-agent systems is to protect the mes-
sage exchange between agents. Agents and other autonomous entities operating 
across multiple heterogeneous domains may utilise multiple security mechanisms to 
protect themselves, hence the ability to mediate between different security configura-
tions is useful. Because of the richness of agent interaction, existing schemes based 
upon single transport level security protocols such as HTTPS, or upon application 
level security protocols that are stateless and oriented to asynchronous messaging 
such as SOAP, are not enough. Additional security at several different levels of ab-
straction and operation is needed to protect agent-type interaction and to support end-
to-end security interoperability.  



A semantic security model expressed in a ontology such as DAML+OIL that can 
interlink multiple security models, is proposed. A policy layer can be supported using 
a reasoning model to enable the dynamic reconfiguration of security. The metadata 
security model has been used to design and implement security for venue-finder ser-
vices as part of the EU Agentcities project [2]. The main scenario considered in this 
paper as an application of the semantic security model has been the message ex-
change between different agent platforms. The message based security safeguards for 
this include message confidentiality, message integrity checks and data origin authen-
tication. 
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